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ABSTRACT

Over the last decade kgonne National Laboratory has
developed reactor depletion methods and models to
determine radionuclide inventories of irradiated EBR-11
fuels. Predicted masses based on these calculational
methodologies have been validated using available data
from destructive measurements – frost from measurements
of lead EBR-11 experimental test assemblies and later using
data obtained from processing irradiated EBR-11 fhel
assemblies in the Fuel Conditioning Facility. Details of
these generic methodologies are described herein.
Validation results demonstrate these methods meet the
FCF operations and material control and accountancy
requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper summariz es the source term methodology
used by Argonne Natioml Laboratory (ANL) to calculate
the spent fhel radionuclide inventory of irradiated fhels at
the INEEL ANL-West site. The inventory of sodium-
bonded metallic EBR-H fuel includes Zr-alloy driver-type
assemblies, depleted uranium radial blanket assemblies,
fissium-alloy driver-type assemblies, and depleted uranium
axial blanket assemblies. It also includes Fermi blanket
assemblies, FFTF driver assemblies, and small quantities
of a variety of irradiated experimental assemblies of
assorted iiel types (oxide, carbide, nitride, etc.). Because
metallic sodium is a highly reactive material, the sodlum-
bonded fbel presents disposal challenges. As part of the
Spent Fuel Demonstration Program* at the Fuel
Conditioning Facility (FCF), a limited portion of the EBR-
11Zr-alloy driver fbel and clepleted uranium radial blanket
assemblies have been processed into waste forms more
suitable for repository disposal.

The isotopic composition of the spent fhel discharged
from EBR-11 is a key factor in the both the operations and
the material control and accountancy (MC&A) activities of
the FCF. An accurate estimate of the time-dependent
radionuclide inventory in this material is necessary to
evaluate many spent fhel issues, including (i) neutron

multiplication for monitoring criticality safety, (ii) neutron
and gamma-ray source terms for shielding analysis, (iii)
decay-heat source terms for temperature distribution and
heat transfer concerns, and (iv) radiological and chemical
toxicity for environmental impact considerations. In
support of these activities, an extensive effort has been
made to develop, veri~, and validate a depletion
methodology to produce isotopic mass values of the input
streams of the irradiated fuel processed in the FCF.

Practical limitations, as well as “physics”
considerations, suggest different methodologies be used to
determine the radionuclide inventory of each of these t%el
types. Because the Zr-alloy driver assemblies were the last
(i.e., most recent) driver fuel used in EBR-11, it has been
possible to perform very detailed core-follow analyses to
determine the isotopic content of these assemblies. Some
of the radial blanket assemblies, however, have been
irradiated over the entire 30-year operating history of EBR-
11. For this group of assemblies a somewhat more generic
modeling of their irradiation histories must be used.
Methodologies for the remaining fuel types (i.e., Fs-alloy
driver assemblies and depleted U axial blanket assemblies)
have not yet been specified, though they will necessarily
rely on generic models of EBR-11.

In the case of determining Fermi blanket inventory
information, it is envisioned that a generic model that has
been normalized against destructive and nondestructive
measurements will be used. The use of these generic
methods to interpret NDA measurements has been applied
to the spent fuel storage pond of the BN-350 fast reactor in
Aqtau, Republic of Kazakhstan and demonstrated to
confirm facility declarations of Pu content to within 8°Afor
blanket and driver assemblies.2

It should be noted that the ANL methods described
herein are very similar to the methodologies used by other
organizations to determine radionuclide inventories for
SNF to be stored at the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP)
repository (for example, see pape? by J. Sterbentz
included in these proceedings). However, there is a
fundamental difference in the intended use or application
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of the radionuclide inventory predictions obtained by the
ANL methods described below and the other
methodologies. For the EBR-H driver and blanket fbel to
be processed in the FCF, the calculated isotopic mass
va!ues define input material streams that are subsequently
verified by measurements. After the electrometalh.ugical
processing of the he] the content of the waste forms are
then determined by sampling measurements. As part of the
Spent Fuel Demonstration Program at the FCF, a large
number of measurements have been obtained for samples
of irradiated EBR-11 fuel. These measured data provide an
extensive database for validation of the ANL depletion
methodologies. Furthermore, this validation effort
supports the general applicability of the “ORIGEN-based”
methods used by other organizations to determine the
radionuclide inventory (source term) for the DOE SNF to
be stored at the YMP repository.

A brief description of these ANL depletion
methodologies follows.

II. METHODOLOGY

The ANL source term methodology is based on using
ANL cross section processing codes (ETOE-2/MC2-2/
SDX) with ENDF/B-V nuclear data to produce mukigroup
cross sections for use in ANL reactor depletion codes
(REBUS-3/RCT/ORIGEN-RA) to model the transmutation
of the fhel over its irradiation history and subsequent decay
to a specified time. These codes are described briefly in
Section ILA. Their application to modeling two of the
EBR-11 spent fuel types is discussed in Sections ILB and
H.C. A qualitative discussion of the limitations of these
methodologies is presented in Section 11.D. The
verification and validation of these methods will be
described in the Sections III and IV, respectively.

A. ANL Codes for Depletion Analysis .

Different modeling and methodology are used for each
generic EBR-11 fiel type, e.g., driver assemblies, radial
blanket assemblies, axial blanket assemblies, etc. However
in all cases, the same evaluated nuclear data (ENDF/B-V)
and the same codes are used. The suite of cross section
processing and reactor neutronics/depletion codes are listed
below:

ETOE-2 (Ref. 4)
is used for ENDF/B to M~-2 data conversion. It

accepts cross-section data tlom an ENDF/13 version 5 or
version 6 library tape in binary alternate form and prepares
the binary cross section and Legendre polynomial data files
for the MC2-2 processing code.

MC2-2 (Ref. 5)
solves the neutron slowing-down equations using

basic neutron data derived from ENDF/B data files to
determine fundamental mode spectra for use in generating
multigroup neutron cross sections. The current edition
includes the ability to treat all ENDF/B-V and -VI data
representations. It accommodates high-order P. scattering
representations and provides numerous capabilities such as
isotope mixing, delayed neutron processing, free-format
input, and flexibility in output data selection.

~ (Ref. 6)
has been designed to provide the user great

latitude in the rigor, complexity, and computational effort
associated with the generation of space-dependent
multigroup cross sections for fast reactor applications. It is
intended to supplement what is lacking in MC?-2 for
treating the detailed heterogeneity effects associated with a
complex reactor system.

REBUS-3 (Ref. 7)
is a system of codes designed for the analysis of

reactor fiel cycles. Two basic types of problems are
solved: 1) the infiite-time, or equilibria conditions of a
reactor operating under a fixed fiel management scheme,
or, 2) the explicit cycle-by-cycle, or non-equilibrium
operation of a reactor under a specified periodic or non-
periodic fiel management program. For the equilibrium
type problems, the code uses specified external fuel
supplies to load the reactor. Optionally, reprocessing may
be included in the specification of the external fiel cycle
and discharged fhel may be recycled back into the reactor.
For non-equilibrium cases, the initial composition of the
reactor core may be explicitly specified or the core maybe
loaded from external feeds and discharged fhel may be
recycled back into the reactor as in equilibrium problems.

~ (Ref.8)
is a code that post-processes the depletion-

dependent results of REBUS-3/DIF3D nodal calculations
to reconstruct intra-assembly distributions of multigroup
fluxes, power densities, burnup, and nuclide number
densities.

ORIGEN-RA (Refs. 9 and 10)
is a modified version of the ORIGEN code

developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This code
is used to perform isotonically detailed nuclide
transmutation calculations based on the flux history
computed with REBUS-3 and RCT. In addition to nuclide
inventories, this code is used to estimate radiation emission
characteristics and decay power for irradiated reactor
constituents.
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DIF3D (Refs. 11 and 12)
includes a nodal option that solves the multigroup

steadystate neutron diffusion and (for Cartesian geometry
only) transport equations in two- and thee-dimensional
hexagonal and Cartesian geometries. One-, two- and three-
dimensional orthogonal (rectangular and cylindrical) and
triangular geometry diffhsion theory problems are solved
by DIF3D’s ffite difference option. Eigenvalue, adjoint,
fixed source and criticality (concentration) search problems
are permitted. Anisotropic diffision coefficients are
permitted. Flux and power density maps by mesh cell and
regionwise balance integrals are provided. Although
primarily designed for fast reactor problems, upscattering
and (for finite difference option only) internal black
boundary conditions are also treated.

VARIANT (Refs. 12 and 13)
solves the muhigroup steady-state neutron

difiion and transport equations in two- and three-
dimensioml Cartesian and hexagonal geometries using
variational nodal methods. The transport approximations
involve complete spherical harmonic expansions up to
order P5. Eigenvalue, adjoint, freed source, gamma
heating, and criticali~ (concentration) search problems are
permitted. Anisotropic scattering is treated, and although
primarily designed for fmt reactor problems, upscattering
options are also included.

we differences in the selected modeling (geometry,
spatial mesh, etc.) and methods (nodal diffision theory,
transport theory, etc.) for each fuel type represent the best
practical attempt to obtain multigyoup fluxes and
multigroup cross sections appropriate for the irradiation
intervals of the selected fuel. These multigroup values can
then be collapsed to obtain one-group values appropriate
for use in the one-group point-depletion code ORIGEN-
RA. The required temporal and spatial detail can be
obtained by performing multiple (as many as several
thousand) ORIGEN-W calculations for a single assembly.
Although obtaining spatial distributions of the nuclide
inventories (i.e., axial distributions of nuclides for
individual fuel elements) greatly increases the number of
depletion calculations performed, it also simplifies meeting
the validation and MC&A requirements for processing the
fhel.

B. Methodology for EBR-11 Driver-type Fuel

Most of the EBR-11 driver-type assemblies either
contain 61 Mark-HI, Mark-HIA, or Mark-IV fitel elements
(steel-clad sodium-bonded U-10%Zr driver fuel with
typical initial 23SUenrichment of -67’%.) or contain 61
Mark-IIC or Mark-IICS fiel elements (steel-clad sodium-
bonded U-10%Zr driver fiel with typical initial 235U
enrichment of -78Yo). Experimental assemblies tended to
be similar to driver assemblies in design, but may contain

more than one type of fuel element or may have been
reconstituted using some fresh fuel elements combined
with some previously irradiated fiel elements. Most EBR-
11assemblies were moved to more than one location in the
reactor grid over their irradiation lifetime.

For the depletion analysis of the EBR-11 driver-type
assemblies, a multigroup library with 9 broad energy
groups has been generated using ETOE-2/SDX/MC2-2
with ENDF/B-V data. This library contains region- and
unit-cell-dependent cross sections for all of the nuclides
included in the Version V data files. These 9 group cross
sections have been used to perform core-follow
calculations with the REBUS-3/RCT codes for each of the
EBR-11 runs which contained the Zr-alloy fhel. The
REBUS-3 model utilized hexagonal-Z geometry and
included each reactor grid location (homogenized). Block
depletion was performed using the nodal diffision theory
option of DIF3D. Each of these EBR-11 runs were then
analyzed using the RCT code which interpolates the three-
dimensional group fluxes and currents within the node of
the assemblies and performs pin (fhel element) depletion.
Initial input number densities to the RCT calculations
correspond to the measured weights and compositions of
the fresh elements at their fabrication. The REBUS-3 and
RCT codes each use the same limited depletion chain that
included only 19 “active” (or depletable) isotopes, ranging
from’~ through 2wCm and lumped fission products.

This extensive set of depletion calculations produces a
complete set of three-dimensioml 9 group fluxes for each
pin in each fieled assembly. These fluxes are then used to
derive one-group cross sections and one-group fluxes
averaged over each run of the reactor appropriate for
selected axial regions of each fuel element. The ORIGEN-
RA analyses employ highly detailed nuclide transmutation
chains, and provide the fhel element nuclide densities and
radiation emission characteristics in detail. A series of
ORXGEN-RA calculations is then performed corresponding
to each axial zone of each of the fiel element. The one-
group fluxes input to these calculations trace the irradiation
history of the i%el element. Furthermore, the default one-
group cross sections in the ORIGEN-IL4 libraries are
replaced at run-time with the appropriate flux-weighted
one-group cross sections for all available (i.e., in ENDF/B-
V) nuclides. Axial distributions of the nuclides are
obtained either directly from the pin depletion in RCT (as
piecewise second-order polynomials); are assigned the
axial burnup distribution as obtained directly from the pin
depletion in RCT (as piecewise second-order polynomials);
or are taken from the ORIGEN-RA calculations for each
axial segment (as piecewise constant values). Results of
these depletion calculations are then written to binary files
(one file per fbel element plus one file for the assembly
hardware). These files, named 1S02 files, contain the
axial distributions of all nuclides in an individual he]



element (i.e., ~tope z-distributions). The polynomials
written in these 1S02 files (which for a typical fuel
element might identify axial mass distributions of over
1000 nuclides in the fuel, clad, and sodium bond)
correspond to a specified time. These data can be
integrated over specific axial intervals corresponding to
any portion (or all) of the fuel element and maybe decayed
to another time.

C. Methodology for EBR-11 Radial Blanket Fuel

The EBR-11 radial blanket assemblies contain 19 steel-
clad sodium-bonded depleted U fhel elements. Whereas
the Zr-alloy driver fuel was inserted into EBR-11rather late
in its operational history (in February, 1985), a large
fraction of these blanket assemblies resided in the EBR-11
grid since its initial operation in August 1964. It is not
practical to perform explicit core-follow depletion
calculations for each EBR-11 run using the REBUS-3/RCT
codes (as has been done for the Zr-alloy driver fiel).
Furthermore, the use of nodal diffhsion theory (which was
adequate for deterrnining the flux distribution in the core
region) would introduce significant errors in the blanket
region of EBR-H.

The lengthy sequence of actual EBR-11 cotilgurations
has been simulated with a much smaller sequence of seven
“generic contlgurations” that capture the major core
loading and geometry changes over the operating history of
EBR-11. A set of 28 group fluxes were obtained for each
of these con.tlgurations using fill core 3-dimentsioml
(hexagonal-Z) models with the VARIANT nodal transport
theory option of DIF3D. The 28 group cross sections were
collapsed from an ENDF/B-V based ETOE-2/MC2-2/SDX
generated 231 group library with a one-dimensional EBR-
11 model employed for spatial collapse. A flux
reconstruction module is used to recover the detailed intra-
assembly flux distribution from the nodal VARIANT
results. This module yields the multigroup flux as a
fbnction of time for each generic model at any blanket pin
position. The radionuclide inventory of each element of a
blanket assembly is obtained via a series of OIUGEN-RA
calculations that take into account the actual irradiation
history of that blanket assembly. Each calculation employs
one-group flux and cross section values derived from the
generic models using the reconstructed multigroup fluxes
within each grid location occupied by the blanket assembly
during its irradiation life. These calculations are then made
at various axial positions of the blanket elements to obtain
axial distributions of the nuclides, which are written to
binary 1S02 files for each blanket element. As stated
previously, the polynomials written in these 1S02 tiles
(which for a typical fhel element might identify axial mass
distributions of over 1000 nuclides in the fuel, clad, and
sodium bond) correspond to a specified time. These data
can be integrated over specific axial intervals

corresponding to any portion (or all) of the blanket element
and may be decayed to another time.

D. Limitations

In the methodologies described hereti the spent fhel
nuclide inventories are ultimately derived from ORIGEN-
R4 calculations. Therefore, these methodologies are
limited by

1) limitations inherent in the ORIGEN-R4
code, and

2) limitations arising from the application of
that code.

A quantitative display of these limitations is presented in
the validation results presented in Section IV. A
qualitative discussion of these limitations follows.

1. Limitations Inherent in the ORIGEN-W
Code

The physical transmutations that occur in the
spent fiel over its lifetime are a complex fimction of the
trrmsmutation chains of the fhel and of the space, energy,
and time dependence of the neutron flux. The limitations
inherent in the ORIGEN-RA code arise from its
approximations for these quantities. Representation of the
transmutation chains in the ORIGEN-ILA code is ‘
extremely detailed and is more than sufficient for the
present application. (Note that the finther
“approximations” arising tlom the data contained in the
ORIGEN-RA libraries are considered below in the second
category of limitations.) However, the code’s
approximations for the space, energy, and time dependence
of the flux are extremely coarse. ORIGEN-RA is a zero-
dimensional (point) depletion code, which uses one-group
fluxes and one-group cross sections over a specified time
interval. The lack of spatial definition by the code is only
of concern if the physical system can not be treated as
homogeneous. For such- systems, the use of multiple
depletion zones (i.e., performing multiple ORIGEN-RA
calculations) can approximate the spatial variations within
the system. The use of one-group fluxes and cross sections
by the code is only limited by their ability to adequately
reproduce the reactions that occur in the system over the
specified time interval – which would be the same
requirement for a multigroup treatment of the flux and
cross sections. Combinations of power andor decay
intervals in a single (or series of) ORIGEN-RA
calculation(s) can easily model the time dependence of the
irradiation history of the physical system. Furthermore,
acceptably small errors are introduced by using relatively
coarse time steps, given the generally long time intervals
associated with the source terms.



2. Limitations Arising from the Application of
the ORIGEN-W Code

The ability of ORIGEN-IL4 to model the
physical transmutations in a system also depends on a very
large set of input data. Most of these data are based on the
ENDF/B-V nuclear data files. Although these data are not
the most recent release of the ENDF/B libraries, the
Version -V data represent modem evaluations, which in
many cases were carried over without changes to the
Version VI library. These data have been shown to
perform well in an integral sense, though large errors may
exist for individual nuclides.

The other class of input data requisite for the
ORIGEN-lL4 analyses relates to initial fabrication masses,
compositions, and geometry and to the irradiation history
of the fiel. Uncertainties in reactor power levels,
residence times, assembly positions or orientations relate
directly to uncertainties in the burnup and isotopics of the
fiel. In many cases, uncertainties in these input
parameters may be more limiting than the inherent
limitations of the code.

III. VERIFICATION

Data required to create input to all of these codes and
tie target 1S02 files created from the output of these
calculations are maintained in the Physics Analysis
Database (PADB). Software has been written to create and
edit these relational database tables and files and software
to create the input for the depletion analysis codes
(REBUS-3/RCT/ORIGEN-RA). The PADB and its
software have been described in References 14 and 15. All
of the PADB database files, all of the PADB software, and
all of the ANL neutronics/depletion codes are maintained
using the UNIX Source Code Control System (sees)
facility. Verit3cation of the ANL source term
methodologies is based on the verification and
contlguration control of all these files. Not only are
changes to the codes and database tables maintained in
SCCS,but scripts are also used to assure changes to these
data do not alter this verification. This verification is
described in References 14 and 15.

IV. VALIDATION
2.

Validation of these source term methodologies is
currently an on-going activity. Validation of the
methodology described for the EBR-11Zr-alloy driver fuel
has been well documented (see References 16 and 17). A
summary of the validation results based upon the complete
Spent Fuel Demonstration Program at the FCF is presented
in another paper’s at this conference.

Analyses of irradiated driver fuel samples indicate
statistically significant C/M biases for U mass (+04), Pu
mass (-60/0), and bumup (-70/0). However, the variations
in these C/M biases are quite small (in all cases, less than
1’%.).This very strong consistency of these biases indicates
they could be largely removed by “adjusting” the
calculations. These depletion methodologies have been
shown to be adequate for the FCF operations and MC&A
without requiring such adjustments. Details of this
validation study are given in the references cited.

Initial (limited) validation results of the methodology
described for the EBR-11 depleted U radial blanket
assemblies has been reported in Reference 19. Much more
measured data on samples of these irradiated blanket
assemblies will soon be available. These data will either
augment the validation of these methods or lead to their
revision.

V. CONCLUSIONS

There exists a large (and presently expanding)
experimental database for validation of these depletion
methodologies. Although details have not been repeated
here@ this validation effort has demonstrated that these
methods are adequate to meet the FCF operations and
MC&A requirements. If required, these data could also
demonstrate these methods are adequate to determine the
radionuclide inventory (source term) for disposition of
these fhels in a repository. It is anticipated that additional
development of these methods will continue for the other
SNF types located at ANL-West as require~ and that these
methods will also be judged adequate for those tasks.
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